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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

Spring break promotions get thumbs down
AMA survey says
trips focus too much
on binge drinking
By Melissa Nielsen
campus repoi1er

All-you-can-drink beer and all-night parties may sound like fun to students on spring
break, but the American Medical Association
is encouraging spring break alternatives that
may save lives.
Edward Hill, AMA chair-elect, said the
AMA is concerned over promotions and
advertisements by beer companies and travel
agencies that encourage students to binge
drink while on spring break.The association is
also against travel agencies pushing trips to
Mexico, Jamaica and other countries where
the drinking age is only 18.
"We want parents to really start thinking
about this issue and bring it to everyone's
attention," Richard Yoast, director of AMA
office on alcohol and other drug abuse, said
Thursday.
A survey released Thursday by the AMA
said 56 percent of parents are completely
unaware that tour companies market spring
break emphasizing heavy drinking directly to
college students by e-mail, campus advertisements and direct mail. Of those who participated in the AMA survey 91 percent of par-

Photo illustration by Colin McAuliffe/Associate photo editor

An American Medical Association s urvey released Thursday criticizes spring break trips,
which are overly focused on alcohol and especially binge drinking.
ents want those kinds of promotions to stop.
location's reputation for wild partying are
The survey also states that more than half important factors in choosing a spring break
of all college students say that great bars and a destination.

The AMA is concerned that spring break
and a heavy drinking atmosphere may breed
rape and sexual assault, drunk driving and
other alcohol related incidents.
H e said he thinks parents should be aware
that spring break is not just an innocent break
from studies anymore, but has become marred
with alcohol related death and assaults.
H e said parents should "take off their
blinders and see spring break for what it really is."
The AMA hopes to curve the effects of
these promotions by encouraging college
campuses to emphasize alternatives like community service with Habitat for H umanity or
other relaxing vacations that do not include
alcohol, Yoast said.
Once students are on spring break, the
AMA urges bar owners to check identification and properly train bartenders to identifY
people who are over served, H ill said.
The AMA singled out the Panama City
Beach, Fla. Spring Break guide inserted into
college newspapers nationwide that states "pay
5 bucks, and you can drink all the beer you can
handle - every day."
Russ Smith, director of spring marketing
for Panama City Beach whose company puts
out the insert, said, "I don't think we are
encouraging binge drinking. We are targeting
a market of people who we know drink, but its
not any different than bars at the local comer
do."

See AMA Page 6a

Ecstasy use Cooler weather to return with students
on the rise
By Brandi Volk
City editor

By Melissa Nielsen
Campus repoi1er

As ecstasy use increases throughout the nation,
college-age residents of Charleston may be following
the trend.
Tim Willis, special assistant state's attorney, said
that since D ecember of 2000, when he began working in Charleston, he has seen charges for possession
of ecstasy rise. In the last year, at least six charges
have been ftled against college-age persons for common possession of one to three ecstasy pills.
Ecstasy use nationwide has increased 20 percent
this year and 71 percent over the last two years,
H oward Simon, associate director of public affairs
for the Partnership for a Drug Free America, said
this week. At least 27 people have died from ingesting ecstasy since 1998 and the partnership has
launched a new campaign aimed at reversing myths
and misconceptions about the drug.
Willis said ecstasy use relates heavily to demographics in an area, making Charleston susceptible
because of the number of college-age people who
reside here. Because of the drug's close links to raves
and parties it is mostly used by college-age people.
Art Mitchell, university police officer, said
Eastern hasn't had any arrests for possession of ecstasy, "but that doesn't mean it isn't here."
"When you have a large population of collegeage people, particularly in a mid western universe ...
with people from larger areas where the drug is more
See ECSTASY Page 6a

With the weather this week reaching
highs in the upper 50s, those warm temperatures will take a dip while students
are away on spring break.
Cold weather, said local weather
observer Dalias Price, will return with
temperatures reaching below freezing as
students return to Charleston.
"It's nothing like when we had our
three above on March 4," Price commented.
However, temperatures will return the
following week to the 50s. Despite the
'spring-time' weather, Price emphasizes
that it is still really late winter.
"A lot of people think spring begins on
March 21, but that's an astronomical
amount," he said.
Longer days will be here soon, but students will still have to put up with a range
of highs and lows. One possible threat to
the area as spring-time approaches is the
possibility thunderstorms and tornadoes
caused by the warm air masses from the
south combining to meet the cooler air
masses from the Rocky Mountains.
"There ought to be some kites flying
in this weather," Price commented.
Many spring breakers will be traveling
to Florida. The weather forecast for the
next few days in the panhandle calls for
highs near the mid 70s with mostly sunny
skies. Winds will be southernly between
10 to 15 m.p.h., with lows in the upper
40s, www.weather.com reported.

Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor

Rosa Saito, a sophomore business management major, and Jaime Pena, a junior
physics major, hoop it up Thursday afternoon outside at the basketball courts near
Students traveling to the southern
region of Florida, should expect rain. The
weather channel Web site said highs will
be around the upper 70s and lower 80s,
with winds in the upper 60s. Winds will

be between 10 to 15 m.p.h., with occasional showers expected the next few
days, with thunderstorms later in the

See WEATHER Page 6a
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Getting down on the Bayou
DeAnna Banks, a senior business management, and Sylvia Donald, a sophomore speech communications major, discuss the movie 'Eve's Bayou' Thursday evening in the Women's Resource Center, located in the basement of Stevenson Hall.

Chicago fund-raiser to honor McNamara
By Allegra Hoopingarner
Staff miter

Girls Fight Back, a motivational
women's self-defense program, will
hold a fund-raiser in Chicago dedicated to the memory of murdered
E astern
student
Shannon
McNamara.
Sluggers, located at 3540 N.
C lark St., is hosting the fund-raiser
which will run from 8 p.m. to midnight Saturday. There will be a $25
door charge that will include an
open bar with beer, wine and well
drinks. A portion of the proceeds
will go directly to Girls Fight Back,
said E rin Weed, founder of Girls
Fight Back.
Weed founded Girls Fight
Back in memory of McNamara, a
resident of Rolling Meadows, who
was murdered on j une 12 in her
apartment while attending summer
school at Eastern.
Weed, who was McNarama's

sorority sister,
said McNamara
touched
the
hearts of many
people in her
life.
"I live
in New j ersey
Shannon
and
after
McNamara Shannon's
death I flew
home and just thought about how
much women live in fear in today's
society." Weed said.
Mary Uremovic, Alpha P hi
president, said McNamara was
"really a fun, enthusiastic, down-toearth person and was always someone you could talk to.·
Weed said the proceeds will help
bring Girls Fight Back to the next
level.
"The fund-raiser will help turn
the class into a full-contact program which takes a lot of equipment that I am finding out will cost

about $1.500," Weed said.
Weed has been traveling
throughout the nation to different
universities with Girls Fight Back,
teaching students certain selfdefense maneuvers and important
ways to protect themselves.
"Before Shannon's death I was
just like every other woman, I had
put going to a self-defense class on
my to-do list, but I never actually
went to one." Weed said.
McNamaras death has brought
awareness to Eastern students
about self-defense and has created a
new outlook for women who might
otherwise disregard the need for it,
she said.
Katie L otz, events organizer,
said students "don't realize the
importance of self-defense until
something happens. When you
raise awareness about something
like this, it really hits home, especially when we think we're so independent and invincible."
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RHA makes nominations, discusses scholarships
By Steve Butera
Staff v.riter
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Monday

Four students were nominated
for the National Residence Hall
Honorary during the Residence
Hall Association meeting Thursday
in Ford Hall.
Kristina H eldmann, a psychology major, D.j. H oward, an undeclared major, J.P. Swigart, a biological sciences major, and Rob Zerbst,
a social sciences major were nominated for the position.
The floor was also opened for
nomination for the National
Communications
Coordinator,
however, no one was nominated.
The National Residence H all
Honorary is a service organization
that represents the top one percent

of leaders on Eastern's campus.
Requirements for nomination
include a cumulative 2.5 grade
point average, a minimwn of one
semester of residence in campus
housing, and a display of outstanding leadership.
In the adviser report section of
the meeting, Karl Aldridge, the resident director of Stevenson Hall,
spoke of various scholarship opportunities for students living in campus housing.
Among the scholarships are the
Shawn McKinney Scholarship, the
Brad Wright Scholarship, and the
Richard G. E nochs Scholarship.
The Richard G. E nochs
Scholarship is the largest of the
three, with the recipient receiving
more than $3,000.

"This (the Enochs Scholarship)
is one of the top honors that any
student living in housing can
receive." Aldridge said.
The Enochs Scholarship has
been rewarding students since
1978. All three scholarships will be
awarded at a banquet on April 25.
Mark H udson, director of
University Housing and Dining,
spoke of recent research regarding
the resident housing microwave
and refrigerator
policies at
Thursday's meeting. Housing will
now allow students to bring their
own microwaves only if they are
800 watt units or lower.
Hudson plans to retain the current refrigerator policy, which
allows refrigerator that are five
cubic feet or smaller in dorms.

Tuesday

P.Olice

tilotter
Alcohol violations
• Ryan M. Kantor, 18, of 16407
Prairie Drive, T inley Park, was
arrested for acceptance of alcohol
by a minor and public possession
of alcohol on Feb. 23 at 11:55 p.m.
in the 1800 Block of Thea Street,
police reports stated.
• Edward W . Doody, 19, of 6264
S. Gullikson, Chicago, was arrested for the purchase/acceptance of
alcohol by a minor, public possession of alcohol and petit theft on
March 2 at 7:05 p.m. at Taco Bell
on Lincoln Avenue, police reports
stated.
• Israel Preciado, 20, of 307 Polk
Ave., was arrested for disturbing
the peace and purchase/acceptance
of alcohol by a minor on March 2
at 11:57 p.m. at 307 Polk Ave.,
police reports stated.

Disturbing the peace
• jaime Sanchez Luna, 24, of 307
Polk Ave., was arrested for disturbing the peace on March , at 11:57
p.m. at 307 Polk Ave., police
reports stated.
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Online course approval policy in the works
By Scott Miller
Administration reporter

E astern organizations will take a
look at the delivery methods of online
courses in order to ensure consistency
in conten t taught between the online
and classroom versions of the courses.
The Council on Academic Affairs
and the Council on Graduate Studies
will meet at 2 p.m. March 19 in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin
L uther King Jr. University Union to
discuss what in formation would be
requested to help evaluate the quality
of an online course.
E astern has been establishing online
courses over the last three to four years
in order to "create higher quality learning for students," Bob A ugustine, graduate school dean, said.
"H aving courses online also makes
classes available to students who are
unable to be on campus," he said.
L ast fall, E astern had 12 courses on
the internet, Augustine said , and next
year there will be 38 courses available
- 26 undergraduate courses and 12
graduate courses.
Among the departments that have

been "leaders· in establishing online
courses is the family and consumer sciences department and the technology
department, Augustine said.
Augustine also said there are no set
standards for what classes may be
taught over the internet.
"I believe th ose decisions should be
made by the faculty and the departments because thinking varies from
each discipline, · he said.
Blair Lord , vice president for academic affairs , said "(Eastern is) committed to becoming part of the brave new
world of technology. I t is an important
tool in the delivery of higher education
so we m ust seek appropriate ways to
deliver these courses. •
After CAA receives feedback from a
questionnaire from instructors of
online courses at E astern, it will be able
to establish a better set of guidelines
for new online courses to follow when
future proposals are made for taking a
course online.
Julie Dietz, chair of the subcommittee established by CAA to investigate
the delivery of online courses, said
there are no problems with the current
online courses , but "we want to ensure

Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor

Tim Hyder, a junior journalism major, works on updating the SED Web s ite Thursday afternoon in the CATS office, located on the firs t floor of Blair Hall.
t hat the integrity of the course is pre served. "
L ord said, "O ne of the hallmarks of

E astern's initiatives is assuring quality
and Eastern's standards of quality are
very high. We can be really proud. •

Apportionment Board dishes out final budgets
$50,000 worth of The Budget Breakdown

revisions made
to first proposals

They are

They asked

They got

Dramatic Performances

$8,614

$8,614*

Student Government editor

Apportionment Board

$38,850

$38,850

A total of $48 ,295.20 was
removed from proposed budgets
for the University Board, Student
Government and Sports and
Recreation by the Apportionment
Board Thursday.
The AB, which controls budgets for itself besides these three
boards along with Dramatic
Performances, has a total of
$447 ,375 to divide among the
boards. These are funded by student activity fees.
The total amount requested by
all the boards was $495,670.20.

University Board

$203,813.20

$189,876

$34,035

$31,035

$210,358

$179,000

By Jessica Danielewicz

Friday, March 8
Building Hours
Bowling Alley
Food Court
Panther Pantry
Ticket Office
Bookstore
Coffee Express
Bank
Copy Express

1Oam to 11pm

Sunday, March 10
B u i ldi ng c l osed
all buisinesses closed

Monday, March 11
Building Hours
Bowling Alley
Food Court
Panther Pantry
Ticket Office
Bookstore
Coffee Express
Bank
Copy Express

Sports and Recreation

Total diffe.rence- $48,295.20
' based on Ucket sales

T he Dramatic Performances
budget will remain at $8,614,
because that budget is based on
ticket sales for the past three
years, and that amoun t subsidizes
based on those sales, Sha

Tuesday, March 12
7am to Spm
10am to 11pm
7:30am to 4:30pm
8amto4pm
10am to 4pm
Bam to 4:30pm
8amto2pm
10am to 4pm
Bamto4pm

Saturday, March 9
Building closed
Bowling Alley

Student Government

7am to Spm
closed
7:30am to 4pm
closed
closed
Bam to 4:30pm
closed
10am to 4pm
closed

Building Hours
Bowting Alley
Food Court
Panther Pantry
Ticket Office
Bookstore
Coffee Express
Bank
Copy Express

Woodyard, account technician,
said at the meeting.
T he AB's proposed budget will
remain at $38,850, which is a
decrease from its current budget.
T he decrease came out of the civil

7am t o Spm
4pm to 11pm
7:30am to 4:30pm
closed
closed
Bam to 4:30pm
closed
10am to 4pm
closed

Wednesday, March 13

Saturday, March 16

Building Hours
BoWling Alley
Food Court
Panther Panlry
Ticket Office
Bookstore
Coffee Express
Bank
Copy Express

Building Hours
Bowling Alley
Food Court
Panther Pantry
Ticket Office
Bookstore
Coffee Express
Bank
Copy Express

3:30pm to 10pm
10am to 11pm
4pm to 10pm
closeo
closed
closed
closed
closed
closed

Thursday, March 14

Sunday, March 17

Building Hours
Bowling Alley
Food Court
Pan her Pantry
Ticket Otrtee
Bookstore
Coffee Express
Bank
Copy Express

Building Hours
Bowling Alley
Food Court
Panther Pantry
Ticket Office
Bookstore
Coffee Express
Bank
Copy Express

7am to Spm
closed
7:30am to 4:30pm
closed
closed
Bam to 4:30pm
closed
10am to 4pm
closed

of a public relations committee
and co-coordinator position for
the graphic design committee and
stipends to retain and recruit
committee coordinators.
Sports and Recreation requested $210,358, but will only
have$179,000 to work with. T he
requested figure was initiated
with the hope that replacing and
renewing equipment and possibly
add a climbing wall would eventually come into fruition.
T he five boards will have until
March 21 to revise their budgets,
which will be presented once
more to the AB on that date.
Following AB's approval, proposed budgets will go to the
Student Senate for approval and
then Shirley Stewart, acting vice
president for student affairs,
interim President Lou H encken
and then Eastern's Board of
Trustees.

Friday, March 15

7am to Spm
Bu ilding Hours
4pm to 11pm
Bowling Alley
7:3oam to 4:30pm Food Court
Pan her Pantry
closeo
closeo
Tteket Office
Bookstore
closeo
closeo
Coffee Express
10am to 4pm
Bank
Copy Express
closeo

7am to Spm
4pm to 11pm
7:30am to 4:30pm
closed
closed
Bam to 4:30pm
closed
10am lo 4pm
closed

service payroll.
Three thousand dollars were
deducted from the Student
Government's proposed budget,
which was originally $34,035.
Increases were requested for
compensation for executive members, printing of Panther E xpress
schedules, supplies and two annual senate events- Campus L ife
Night and the Recognized
Student Organization Banquet.
AB members felt the $3,000
for the events was not needed
because those events do not necessarily take place each year.
The UB's original request of
$203,813.20 will be decreased by
$13,937 to $189,876. The UB
requested
an
increase
of
$18,8 13.20.
This
increase
accounts for an advertising contract with The Daily Eastern
News, tuition waivers for the UB
chair and vice chair, the creation

3:30pm to 11 pm
1pm to 11 pm
4pm to 1Opm
closed
closeo
closeo
closeo
closeo
closeo

Open Sun. M arch 17th

Sl:ra. Palllrlell• Dav
Fro m 2 p m - llpm
Pints of Guinness, Bass, Ha r p, Iri s h
Coffe e , J a m eson 's Iri s h W hi s k ey,
Iri s h Mi st, & M o re On Spec ia l
()

Corn Beef, Cabbage, Potatoes,
.•~,.......uSoup, & Soda Bread Will Be Served

iveaways, Irish Music,
& Favorite Irish Films
Partner ..
YoiUI CO IUI O~ lln !lve

advertise

Dernocracyinjeopardy

The Daily Eastern News

•

•
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Making a
difference
st week a group of ambitious students
brought an idea to campus that would make
ife more bearable for the less fortunate.
The group, called the E IU Fair Trade Coalition,
has spent the past two months researching fair trade
coffee, a kind of coffee grown in full shade without
pesticides by farmers in South America. Fair trade
farmers receive 25 to 50
cents per pound of beans
Fair Trade Coffee
with other brands of cofThe students fighting for Fair
fee, but with Fair Trade,
Trade Coffee on campus are
not apathetic and should be an
they receive at least
example for others.
$1.26 a pound and an
additional 15 cents if the
beans are certified organic.
While the plight of South American coffee growers might not be the top priority of everyone on
Eastern's campus, it is something very important to
these students.
The important idea behind free trade coffee is not
necessarily the coffee, although the idea itself is
good, too, since it will help out the farmers , but
rather, overcoming apathy.
Eastern has a big problem in that so many students are very apathetic. They don't care about the
world around them. They don't get involved with
campus activities or causes. They don't show an
interest in anything outside their little worlds.
In a semester when the Student Senate couldn't
find enough candidates to fill all of its seats, finding
students who are motivated enough by a cause to
spend their personal time working for it is a big
achievement.
More students should take a page from the Free
Trade group and find something that interests and
motivates them. Find a cause, a group, an interest
you can be passionate about, and make an effort to
get involved, make a difference.
Regardless of whether you agree with Fair Trade,
or other groups that are trying to make a difference
at Eastern, doesn't matter. The point is simply trying
to change the world. Someone once said one person
can change the world, and everyone should try. We
should make a point to try to be that one person.

IJ

• The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News
editorial board.

Today's quote
,, ____________________
_
The purpose of life, after all, is to live it, to taste
experience to the utmost, to reach out eagerly and
without fear for newer and richer experiences.

,,

recent trip.to Model
Illinois Government
has only reconfirmed
my belief that our
democracy is not heading
toward any relieve of its stagnation.
L et's be straightforward
here. I'm from the South Side
of Chicago, a cesspool of politJoseph Ryan
ical corruption, pandering and
News editor
"favors." I've grown up in this
environment, benefiting from
it and embracing it.
But as my maturity increased, so did my understanding that what I was so accustomed to was wrong, a leach
on our democracy and alienating large portions of society.
The Illinois state government is little different than
the political machine back home. T he party leaders control the legislation, districting, elections, distribution of
funds, Issues and committees. In the end, debates, if
there is luck enough to be any, come down to party bickering that only hides the political deal making going on
in other rooms.
Last weekend I attended Model Illinois Government,
a General Assembly and state Supreme Court simulation
that attracts hundreds of students from numerous universities and community colleges throughout the state.
All these people get together for several days and pretend to be legislators, lobbyists, budget analysts, judges,
journalists and attorneys.
I. of course, went as a journalist. It was really a great
experience, being in the state capitol building and pretending to cover different aspects of it. I highly recommend attending the event to everyone who wants to
learn how to make a difference in this world.
However, the problem was that everyone really "simulated" how Illinois government works, right down to the
parties controlling everything and cutting deals.
If someone wanted to run for a position, it essentially
had to be OK'd by the party, third parties were kept out
despite a small movement to develop one and actual
debates meant nothing because legislators voted how the
party wanted them to. And they couldn't forget because
they had lists of the bills with them that showed how
the party wanted them to vote.
The same process goes on in the real state government, so I've heard. So M IG successfully mirrored our
real government, even its evils.

Arguments against
decision to change
elections not valid
I am writing in response to professor Moshtagh's Jetter, "The
Double Standards of Faculty
Senate," which was published Feb.
26. There is a very simple explanation for the consideration given to
members of the Jewish faith regarding Faculty Senate obligations and
the like. Jewish Jaw absolutely forbids working on important religious
traditions so the comparisons that
D r. Moshtagh drew with
Christianity, Islam, ect. are not valid
ones.

Stephen Eskilson
Assistari JX"ofessor, Art Department

Sports staff needs to
realize there is more to
sports than Chicago

Eleanor Roosevelt

_____________________
~n

We've noticed your sports coverage is extremely biased. T he majority

EDITORIAL BOARD

The Daily

astern News

BILL RUTHHARf
SHAUNA GUSTAFSON
JOSEPH RYAN
PAT GUINANE
MICHELLE JONF5
KRISTIN ROJEK

Editor in chief
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Sports editor

L et's put this into perspective. These are our future
leaders. In fact, MIG's motto
"We need to teach is "Today's students of govour future leaders ernment, tomorrow's leaders."
Now, I in no way mean to
to make a differ- trash those who attended this
ence and not 'play event. T hey did an excellent
job representing Eastern and
the game.'"
brought home awards to prove
it. And I strongly encourage
more students to participate
in this.
I also want to make it clear that the Eastern professor
organizing our trip did an excellent job and continuously
encouraged us to get the most out of the experience that
we could.
My point is that these future politicians are being
taught by M IG to play the system the way it is. To play
the game. They are not being taught to change it or that
its bad practices are even dangerous to our democracy.
E ven MIG's keynote speaker, Dick Lockhart, a legendary state lobbyist with more than 40 years of experience, admitted to participants the way the system is
structured does not allow everyone's voice to be heard.
When the system does not promote individual
thought and serious discussion of the issues, it is not a
successful democratic system. Representatives pledge
their allegiance to the party, which fogs voters' intentions
by injecting partisan attitudes through the laundry list of
issues played over and over again: gun control, abortion,
death penalty.... blah blah blah.
Governments do so much more important things
than those issues. But the debate, controlled by the
party, sticks to these, so they can easily divide the public
into two and ensure they have a solid base of easily
obtainable power.
Only one democrat is running for election in the two
state districts that contain Charleston. Only one person
is running for state senator and congressman.
This is because of the parties. T he decision was made
there. And this will continue unless some aspiring politician decides to make a difference. We need to teach our
future leaders to make a difference, and not "play the
game."

• Joseph Ryan is a senior journalism major and a monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
jbryan@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
tum
Letters to the editor
of the articles we read in The Daily
Eastern News are about Chicago
sports teams. Not all students are
from Chicago; there are still many
students from other areas, specifically St. L ouis. We didn't read one
legitimate article about the St. L ouis
Rams this season. All you did was
exaggerate the Bears' success and
ignorantly bash the Rams, the best
team in the National Football
League. We guess the fair-weather
fans have to cheer whenever they
can because it seems to us there was
a Jack of team support for the Bears
last year from the sports writers.
Fans are fans whether the team does
well or not.
T he trend has carried over into
baseball. Already there are articles
about the Cubs; however, we have
yet to read anything about the
Cardinals. While the Cubs' off-season acquirements are importnat, the
Cardinals share equal importance.
We would like to give Matt

Rennels a high five in accordance to
his statement about the Cubs having
the best trio in baseball. This is in
reference to his article on Feb. 20.
There are many teams that could
beat that 3-4-5 combo, including the
Cardinals. We can give you four
players to interchange as you wish:
Albert Pujols, J.D. D rew, ]im
Edmonds and unmentioned blockbuster acquisition Tino Martinez.
We hope this trend doesn't continue through all sports seasons.
This Jetter should give the sports
editorial staff a rude awakening to
its biased sports coverage. You
should give back your motto - "Tell
the truth and don't be afraid" with
facts, instead of biased opinions.

LETIERSTOTHEEDITOR - TheDailyE;r;tern
i\lms accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author's name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the ed i to r via e-mail to brr uthhart@e i u.edu

Doug Bristow,
Computer lrtormation Systems major

Cll'issy Adams,
Sophomore. elemeriary education major

Jason Hicks,
Sophomore. sociology major

Pat Claywell,
Sophomore, athleti: training major

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Da!ly Eagem
lle1tsat 1811 Burzard HaU, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217 -581-2923; or e-m ailed to
brruthhart@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS - The Daily Eastern l\ews prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion or The
Daily Eastern lle1ts student editorial board.
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Adult transition Campus group keeps past alive
course approved
By Malra Possley
Ganfl/S OOi(l'

By Scott Miller
Mministration reporter
A new course approved by the
Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday will give returning adult
students the opportunity to boost
their confidence and refresh their
writing skills.
The
course,
Educational
Foundations 2985, is a sophomorelevel course required of all students
in the Board of Trustees Bachelor's
D egree Program, a program for students above the age of 25 that are
returning to college to complete a
degree that they had left unfinished,
Lorretta Woodward, BOT degree
program director, said Wednesday.
Other students wishing to enroll
in the course may register with permission from the instructor.
"The real intent of the course is
to engage adult students more
quickly to the education process, and
provide them with information and
skills on how to be successful,"
Woodward said.
The adult students "apply for the
program and are excited, but then
they get here and become fearful of
the competitive atmosphere,"
Woodward said. "We want them to
know that they can be successful,
and help ease them into that."
Writing communication skills

will be the focus of the course,
Woodward said, and the class is a
writing-intensive course.
The course will also teach learning and study strategies and styles
that will build the students' confidence and help them manage their
time.
"Many of these students have
families and jobs that don't allow
them as much time to complete
assignments or be on campus,"
Woodward said. "This course will
prepare them in time management
and study priorities."
The course, which begins in the
fall 2002, will be taught in the classroom as well as over the internet.
The classroom section will be
taught over two weekends with a
span of about three weeks between
the weekend meetings. Those would
be on a Friday night and an all-day
Saturday session, Woodward said.
The online sections would last
for six weeks with materials updated
once a week, Woodward said.
The council raised concern that
some adult students may lack the
computer knowledge that will be
needed to complete assignments on
the internet.
Woodward assured CAA that
although computer skills will not be
taught in the class, she would walk
them through the process.

A student ~ has IBped

E.astemS campus celliate the culture of
mrlieval times since 19ID.
The Society for Creative
Anachronism, Ioc is {Ht of the international organization that "explores the
middle ages and the Renaissance," said
]eri Mattes::ln-Hughes, advisor for the
organization.
"We all enjoy something about the

middle ages that makes us excited," she
said.
The society is considered a part of
the living history unit on campus. It
meets monthly to learn "by investigating and research" as a group or separately about the time period between
600 and 1600, Matteson-Hughes said.
"We explore life as it could be or can
be and as it was," she said.
.AsX:Ie fu:rn their m:rihly ~
~the "ech.x:atim ex~ liLtiorJ" perfi:nns den 0 lSI!aOO! lS and led:ures f<r v.riru5 COOliTl.tt1ity ~. su::has lx:!f or girl
~ abot.t the mi:ldle ages, Mal:te&n-

Hughes£1id

The gro.tp studies all avenues of rulture of the time period including darv::e,
garb and the arts. One of their "flashiest.
events is their reenactment ofmiddle ages
<DillOOt, she said
Members join together every
Sunday afternoon to reenact combat of
the medieval times, but without real
steel or choreography, MattesonHughes said.

Photo Submitted

This is the Midlands entrance gate to a war encampment where members of the
Eastern chapter camped at during the yearly convection. The guards are garbed
in period plate armor and heraldic livery.
~
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An O<X:a9oual feature looking at ag;ituzatioos
and people 1hat are part of Eastern's campus.

Ah1g with Ire axni:Et reenactment,
the society ~ food Jiatices and
meals of the mi:ldle ages and afterward
gets~ for feasts.

"We have a good time," MattesonH ughes said. "The idea is to learn by
doing."
Students are not the only members
of the SCA, but adults as well.
Matteson-Hughes said many people
throughout the community are members whojust enjoy learning more about
the middle ages.
For students, she said that this organizatioo is "self-driven," and students
can learn about the time period without

the additional pressure that a class
includes which provides a more relaxed
atmosphere.
The SCA is an international program that is celebrated in cotmtries that
include Canada, Western E urope,
Australia, New Zealand, j apan,
England, Sweden and on a United
States Naval air craft carrier, Nimitz,
Matteson-Hughes said.
There is no paid membership
requirement tojoin SCA; however, new
members are required to make an
attempt to wear period clothing. behave
as a lord or lady, be respectful of organization rules and ~y small fees for group
events, such as the feasts, she said.
Mattesoo-Hughes encooraged all to
attend their rext rronthly meeting at
JmysPizzaonMarch 17 at7 p.m,orto
get more infmnation at their Wro site at

www.sca.org.
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Local station raising Thieves targeting Starbucks
funds for St. Jude's
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By Brandi Volk
City editor

The second annual "Country Cares For Kids
Radio-Thon," sponsored by 101.3 WMCI. will
be held all day Friday at Rural King in Mattoon.
The station hopes to raise about $40,000 this
year. Money will go towards St. jude Childrens
Research Hospital for their ftght against devastating childhood diseases.
Last year, even though they really didn't set a
goal, they hoped to raise between $8,000 to
$10,000. However, they ended up raising more
than $20,000.
"I just began working with the station last
year and they sent me to a radio-thon seminar
because they wanted to do one," said promotions director Missy Thorp.
To raise money, the station is asking people
to call in pledges and to come out and support
its bake sale and auction. Thorp said people are

Ecstacy
from Page la
commonly available, some are likely to bring
knowledge of the drug here," Willis said.
While word of mouth among teens coins
ecstasy as the "hug drug" and it is growing in
popularity as a "club drug," Simon said the facts
about ecstasy contain serious deterrents.
Simon said, "One of the reasons we are paying attention to this drug ... if you look at other
drug usage everything else is down or holding
steady. Even alcohol and tobacco use is holding
steady," Simon said.
"The problem is that this drug is marketed
as a great high low risk drug with no down
sides," he said. "It's easy to see why it's increasing in popularity.·
No one knows the long term effects of ecstasy, but Simon said the drug does have hallucinogenic effects, and a there is a growing body
of evidence that the drug may be addictive and
neurotoxic, causing massive brain cell damage.
The Partnership for a Drug Free America's
campaign, which includes a series of television
and radio commercials and newspaper adver-

welcome to donate baked goods, auction items
or their time to help them throughout the day.
The auction, which will occur just shortly
after the radio-thon ends at 8 p.m., will feature
items such as an all-star guitar signed by Alan
Jackson, Keith Urban and Kenney Chesney as
well as blue jeans signed by Brad Paisley and
Marshall Faulks football.
"These are unique items,· Thorp said.
A variety of games will also be available for
children to play
And during the radio-thon, various country
singers will be calling into the station.
"We have a couple of artists calling in and
talking with us about their experience (with St.
jude) and what they liked about it, • Thorp said.
The first year, Thorp said they did "pretty
good" with the ftmd-raising.
"We hope to double it, up to $40,000," she
said, adding that she is unsure of reaching the
goal because of the bad economy.

tisements about ecstasy education, is geared
toward teens rather college students because
statistics show that drug use starts during
teenage years. Simon said if teenagers go
through those years without using drugs, they
are less likely to use drugs as young adults.
However, he said "there is no question there
is ecstasy use at the college level.•
In addition to bearing adverse health risks,
ecstasy also carries heavy criminal penalties for
those charged with possession.
Willis said common possession of ecstasy is
a class four felony, punishable by one to three
years and prison and up to a $25,000 fme.
Carrying any amount of ecstasy carries a felony
charge and if charged, a college student will lose
student aid.
Delivering, selling or possessing 20 to 30
ecstasy pills is a class one felony, which can
result in four to 15 years in prison if charged.
However, Willis said no one has been charged
with a class one felony in Charleston.
Willis said he supports efforts to educate
people about the drug and its effects.
"I think this is going to continue to be a
problem and any education programs keeping
from people using this is going to be a good
thing," said Willis.

CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago police
are on the lookout for a band of thieves
making off with espresso machines.
Since January, thieves have walked into
six Starbucks coffeehouses on the city's
North Side and walked out with brand
new espresso machines.
The latest theft of the machines that
make really strong coffee happened
Tuesday. Police had just visited a Starbucks
to warn employees about the heists when,

Weather
from Page la
week.
Peaks for high traffic congestion are
between 7 to 9 a.m. and 3:30p.m. and after,
said construction engineer for Illinois
Department of Transportation Scott
Corneilus. He recommends students
should avoid driving at these times.
From Humboldt to Tuscola on
Interstate 57 there will be bridge work
being done, reducirtg driving to one Jane.
Corneilus said students should reduce
speed in that area.
Corneilus says he doesn't expect a lot of
traffic for spring breakers.
"I've never keyed in on additional traffic.
It must not be that significant,· he noted.

AMA
from Page 1a
Yoast said that though there are defmite
similarities between local bars and spring
break selling tactics, no matter where promotions of this kind are they endanger
people.
"The problem is that there really has
not been much else offered, but if students
had other options we believe most of
them prefer not to have a spring break like
this," he said.
Smith said his company makes sure
everyone who drinks is of age and bartenders are given special training in
preparation for spring break. Bartenders
are taught how to check for false identifications or heavily intoxicated people.
Panama City also offers many alternative events that do not allow alcohol like

employees said, in walked an acne-faced
guy who appeared to be about 30 years old.
"He said he was waiting for someone,•
said Cassandra Clay, a "barista" who prepares drinks at he store's coffee bar.
A little later, Clay said she looked up
and saw the man walk out the door and
hop into a car without license plates. Clay
then noticed the display model of the
machine - marked down from $399 to
$299 - was gone.

However, warm weather usually brings
out more drivers, Comeilus said.
"When you get closer to the university
you'll see more traffic," he said.
The only delays for students returning
to Eastern would be on Interstate 70.
"Interstate 70 is a mess," Comeilus said.
The construction will be taking place
one mile west of Illinois Route 1 to the
Indiana State line. Eastbound lanes, where
most of the work is scheduled, will be
closed. Westbound Janes will be reduced to
one Jane to allow eastbound motorists to
travel in one of the westbound lanes, creating 'head-to-head' traffic. A concrete barrier will divide the westbound lanes.
Motorists should slow down and allow for
a five to 10 minute delay.
For local road conditions, students can
call 348-7623 or 1-800-452-4368.

wall climbing, soccer matches and volleyball games.
Todd Edmands, group sales manager
for Thames Travels which offers special
rates to Panama City and Dayton Beach,
said he believes that there is only a small
percentage of students who drink irresponsibly on spring break.
"Some students get drunk, but have
fun doing it and there are some people
who get out of control and are irresponsible," he said.
Hill said that though students should
be responsible for their own actions,
everyone needs to take a hand in preventing alcohol related accidents and crimes.
"Unfortunately, spring break is no
longer an innocent respite from the rigors
of academics," Hill said. We agree with
parents that we must put an end to these
promotion that target students, most of
whom are underage. •
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to Georgia,

S{xHts edkJr

The men's and women's track and
field teams will open their outdoor season next week as they travel south for
competition
The men will travel to the University
of Grorgia for the Georgia Relays
March 15-16. While competition is still
unknown for the Panthers, last year four
teams competed in the meet, this year
men's head coach Tom Akers is expecting a few more.
"Theres not many teams, but this
year there should be more because I
think they went out and recruited a little
for
this
meet,"
he
said.
The focus for the team will be on the
new events welcomed into the outdoor
season.
"Our emphasis is on javelin, discus,
the 400 1M-hurdles and the steeplechase," Akers said. "We're trying to get
those events in there and get started."

tured in relay format, there will still be
individual competition.
"You can get used to the outdoor distance without a time on you," Akers
said.
The other advantage of the spring
break trip is the change in weather from
Charleston to Athens, Ga.
"When it was cold here Monday, it
was about 30 in Athens, so hopefully it'll
be warmer, but no matter how cold it is
here, it's still going to be about 15-20
degrees warmer there," Akers said.
The women will be taking a similar
spring break trip, but will be competing
in the Snowbird Invite at Flodda State
March 15-16.
Flodda State typically hosts the
Florida State Relays the following
weekend, but because the spring break
of many universities does not coincide
with that invite, Florida State will host
the Snowbird.
"It's a precursor to the Flodda State

least over 40 teams," women's head
coach john Craft said. "Theres a huge,
long list of teams who showed interest in
competing."
But the focus for the women will be
different than the men.
"The team can bond in a confined
area and I mix up roommates so that it
is an opportunity for them to get to
know people they don't normally hang
out with in a different area," Craft said.
And while the distance crew will
mesh with the sprinters and throwers,
training will be the main pdodty of the
team.
"The least important thing on this
trip is having fun," Craft said. "It's incidental. We're going down to train.
"We want to have a good week of
training under out belt."
The next competition scheduled for
the men and women following spring
break will be March 22-23 at the SIU
Collegiate Sedes in Carbondale.

Have you thought
about the

Kevin Mulcahy
Staffv.riter

The Panther wrestlers are going to Fresno, Cali. for a chance to
show their true talents and prove that the season record really does
not measure up to much at all.
After fmishing 2-10 on the season, coach Ralph McCausland
will be pushing his crew to really shine at the NCAA regional
qua.Li.fYing tournament in Fresno all day Saturday.
Eastern Illinois is one of 'five team that will be competing in
Fresno at Fresno State. Air Force, Fresno Sate, No.l7 Northern
Iowa and Wyoming make up the rest of the region. Eastern has
already faced Northern Iowa and Wyoming in season duals.
The West Regional will be held in traditional tournament fashion on two mats. While having a narrow window of opportunity,
Eastern will have to put it all on the mat in order to achieve its
goals.
There will be 19 wrestlers from the west region will qualify for
the NCAA Championships. Individual champions are automatic
qualifiers while the remaining spots are wild cards and are decided
by participating coaches.
Last season Louis Taylor was the only Panther to go to the
national tournarnent, but Eastern will be looking to be sending a
few more this year.
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California has committed $53.3 billion
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Whether you't,e seeking your first teaclling
experience, or a first·class teaching
experience, California is your answer.
We' re seeking graduating and experienced
teac hers to lead our six million students into the future. And we're hiring in all areas
of the state, for many types of teaching positions.
California has a uniquely diverse population, and we're looking for teachers who
embrace these differences and use them to enllaoce tfle teaming environment.
Because the, Classroom Reduction Act of Hl96 reduced class sizes to 20 students
per teacher in grades K-3, we havo a renewed need for teac hers in those grades.
We also have a great need for teachers who specialize in math, science,
ESLJbilingual oducatioll and special education at all grade levels.

Bring your teaching degree to California
OLJr commitment to education tr:anslates into rea• l)enafits for teachers: Starting
salaries of $34,000 to $44,000 for first year reachers; up to $19,000 in grants for
educ(Jtion l'oans; no-money-down mortga,ges with low interest rates; and other
incentives for teachers ill areas of high need.

We need you in California. It's easy to get here.
For more lnformatiotl, call t()ll·free
1-888-CaiiTeaoh 1888·225·83221 or visit
ou r website at www.ca(teach.com.
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Panthers pack for the road
Baseball team headed to S.
Mississippi, New Orleans,
Arkansas State for break
Staff editor
e-mail: cupjg@pen.eiu.edu

By Nate Bloomquist
Assooate $pOrlS e<ilor

Springtime
optimism

Major League Baseball gives irs athletes plenty of time to warm up for the regular season with
spring training. The Easrem baseball ream has it's
own vc::n;ion of spring uai.n.ing over Spring Break.
The main cWference is that the games will
n a town that hasn't seen a World count in the standings.
"It"s a spring uai.n.ing for the conference seaSeries tide since 1917, you have
son,~ Panther baseball coach Jim Schmitz said
to revel in the li ttie things.
So while the White Sox 20-6 "That's really how \VC look at it. It's a great expedrubbing of the Cubs Tuesday rook rience for our guys because we go up against such
place some 600 miles away in sunny solid talent."
The Panthers begin their break with what
Mesa, Ariz. it was still something m
could be a rougher challenge than the one nationcelebrate on the South Side.
Perhaps that's that pathetic reality ally r.tnkcd Ole Miss provided for the squad last
\VCCkend. Southern Mississippi beat Ole Mjs~
that plagues the psyche of many
Chicago baseball fans. Wmning isn't earlier this season and has also received vores in
everything, because it's practically a ~me national polls.
The Scrcamin' Eagles (10-3) defeated Ole
foreign concept.
Seeing the other ream lose L' \ 1iss 5-1 on Feb. 27. Thl: squad's starting rotation
everything. Diehard Sox fans have ro 1 has a combined ERA of 4.10 and a record of8-2.
Junior jeff Cook, \vho carries a .426 batting
come to grips with the reality that '
MaDdy Manball!Pb01o tditor
Jvcragc inro the three-g-.mle series with Easter
their beloved pale hose may never be
that begins Friday, leads Southern Miss. The
fAvored to capture a championship.
Eastern hurier Damon White dettvera a pitch tc catcher Brad Weitakamp in practice earlier this seaScreamin' Eagles bat .330 as a ream while holding
But, if their team can't win, at least
son. The Panthers are headed to Southern Mississippi, New Orleans and Albnsas St. this weett
,& ,.. .... , ••
opponentS to a .247 average.
the Cubs can lose.
Schmin said he is planning to throw seniors Bayou against University of New Orleans. The U>nference foe Southeast M.lssouri State 2-;1 in
The satisfAction of seeing the
Scott Metz (0-1 . 7.56 ERA), Pete Martin (0-1, Privateers of the Sun Belt U>nference are 5-l and 11 innings Tuesday.
North Siders lose must replace the
The P-anthers will rdy on the bats of seniors
long forgotten joy that ao::ompanies 7.20) and junior transfer Micah Gray (0- 1, 9.28). have wins against Southern Illinois and Notre
Ben Duke (.273, 1 RBI), Brian Nickdl (.417, 4)
The team will try to avoid the big innings that Dame.
the possibility of the Sox winning.
New Orleans is led offensively by F1orida and Pete Pirrnan (.333).
took the Panthers out of an otherwise competitive
The sentiment is not much difproduct J.D. H uether. The senior is hitting .478
Schmitz said he's looking forward to getting a
ferent on the other side of rown, series last weekend.
better look at his entire pitching staff and lineup
"We've got ro be in the moment." Schmin with 11 RBI .
where Cubs fans are no more sympasaid. "We"ve got to make sure you're in the right
The Panthers (1-3) will then travel to in the next eight games.
.
thetic toward the Sox.
"We're looking for more out of the bottom half
siruarion. The miscues W"_ren't physical errors as Arkansas State, also of the Sun Belt Conference
You see the animosity personified
for a doubleheader Saturday and one game of the order," Schmitz said. "Hopcfully we can get
each summer when the two fuce off they were mental errors."
some consistent production out of those guys in
in interleague play. Even the vast blue
The Panthers will continue their Spring Break Sunday.
The Indians are 4-7 and defeated Ohio Valley the next eight games."
horizon that is Comiskey Park"s
road trip Tuesday with a two-game swing in the
upper deck fill with fans wtien the
two Chicago reams go head w head
So on a smaller scale, it ·s rue~ to
pick up a Chicago newspaper and ~
thit a split squad Sox ream pounded
I
an assembly of Cubs playt.~. \ la~be
half of the participantS in Tucsd:!y"s
game will be playing in thl: mmor
leagues this year, but a victory over
By Matt Meinheit
Eastern has been hard at work preparing
<;uch an intense rival is still a .,.,t'tory,
Staff wmer
for these games at practice the last two
no matter how insignificanr.
weeks.
When you hear the Sox scored 10
Wirh
nearly
two
week~
between
games,
~our kids have been working hard on hitruns in one inning. you can't help but
~ofrhall
team
h
-;chcdulcd
to
play
,u
Eastern·s
ting
and fielding," Searle said.
picture a frustrated Don Baylor
"We
worked on some specific pme situaleast
nmc
game~
in
thl:
nex
t
10
days.
walking to the mound to make
After
the
Pa
nrher~
(
1-2)
opened
their
~ea
tions
in
pr01cticc so we will be ready for them
another pitching change.
tn a game . ~
~o n at the Belmont Tournament with a win
You see visions of Frank Thomas,
and two lo,~c' . they h.tv~ st.tycd home la~ t
The Panthers will also get a better look at
Paul Konkerko and :VIagglio
weekend whc:n the Southern Cl:t,~ic wa~ .:.tn- their pitching staff. who only used junior
Ordonez scalding the ball and the
Kri!'ten Becker and ~ophomore Trish Sanders
celcd.
optimism begins to build. In the back
:"low. Eastern will rravcl to tht· Carolina~ to at Belmont.
of your mind, you know ir·, not
"Borh Becker and Sanders are looking to
healthy to be an optimistic Chicago compete at the F:lon Phocntx Cl.t~'>i r in 0:orrh
C:nolina and the: W inthrop Invuati<>n:tl tn impr•>ve their performances, but wc also have
baseball fan.
Bur when you look ar a lineup
South Carolina. Between the: two tourna- (junior transfer Dana) Yocum who is anxious
ments. Eastern is also scheduled ro play roger inro a game."
that added Kenny Lofton in the
C leveland Srate in Elon. N.C.
While at the Winthrop Invitational.
leadoff spot, you can't help bur consider the possibilities.lbe Sox lineup
"I am looking forward to some ' un,hine so Eastern will get their first look at its Ohio
is StrOng, the 20-6 victory is an early we can get outside.~ head coach Lloydene Valley Conference opponent Morehead State.
Searle said.
example of that. The question lies in
"It will be exciting, because we will run into
"We have made some offensive and defen-- a team from the OVC," Searle said.
the bullpen. Can the the pitching
staffcomplement the Sox hitters and sive goals, but we can't do anything about
Overall, the Panthers are just excited to get
_
~ me games under their belts.
them unril we play some games."
lead the team to a division title?
Matt MdUdtiStaiJ ~
Eastern will face several challenges
the
"From what I saw in Nashville, I'm looking
With a host of hurlers reruming
from the ~led list, there's plenty Elon Phoenix Classic, where they will facJe off forward to seeing us come OIJt and play weU,"
A member of Eastilm's loftbll tum throwl
Searle s:Ud.
with D ivision I opponents.
{
tht ball In a
I * MIIOft.
of room for pessimism there.
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Eastern back in action

After nearly 2 weeks off, Panthers ready to play 9 games in 10 days
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Props to
B rate
movies! ! !

We knew how to kick your
spring break off right.
the top five are on 4 & 5, yo!

AN INTERVIEW
with David Singer
Page 2b

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

THE DEATH

APOCALYPSE NOW

Campus Bar Traditions

of the great american arcade

and Soul Survivors Reviews
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page 4b

Page 5b

The eighth of March
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The Gourmet Cuisine of China
The Food of the Chinese Emperors
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Lunch &Dinner
Sun.-Thurs. 11 •9
Fri. &Sat. 11-10

This has nothing to do with Christmas
~Alta King

tion at a fire watch tower for eighteen years without a paycheck and
Red is his only human contact .
Gord is overly excited when Red
visits.
The segments from the
'New Red Green Show' are
extremely hilarious.
Red has a portion called
"Handyman's Comer" as he directs
the audience how to make and do
ridiculous things(transform a car
into a boat or a garbage truck).
Red, Green and the gang
take turns in the Possum Lodge
Word Game.
One guy referees, one
guesses the word and the other
gives clues. The guess must be
made within one minute to win a
prize.
The black and white segment where Red, Mike H ammer,
Winston and Dalton do ridiculous
stunts is reminiscent of the Three
Stooges, thanks to sound effects,
fast motions and the fact they
injure each other.
"Welcome to the Expert
portion of the show where we
examine the three little words that
men find so hard to say." Red's
nephew Harold said this.
"I don't know," the audience screams out. This is a segment
where a viewer's Jetter is read, asking advice on various topics. Red,
Harold and a third guy then "help"
with their advice.
An you guys can watch
and snicker at the similarities
between these characters and you.
Sometimes you own up to weaknesses and that makes it fun for us
ladies to witness it as if we were listening in on a men's card game.

Associate Verge editor

Red has a
portion called
'Handyman's
corner' as he
directs the
audience how
to make and
do rid iculous
things (transform a car into
a boat or a
garbage truck)

w
The Verge

Hor-iscope

"Bow your heads for the
Men's Prayer," gravelly-voiced Red
Green says to the Possum Lodge
members. They clasp their hands
and bow.
"I'm a man but I can
change if I have to, I guess," they
recite in unison.
This is just a segment
from the most hilarious show ever
created--the 'New Red Green
Show.'
The 'New Red Green
Show' is a comedy with the humor
of Monty Python based in Canada
involving the members of Possum
Lodge and their misadventures.
The characters are colorful and borderline bizarre. The central character Red Green gives
advice to older men and ends up
saying "Remember that I'm pulling
for you, we're all in this together."
Dalton Humphrey is the
owner of Humphrey's Everything
Store. They sell junk. His hair
sticks straight up. He is constantly
dodging his wife.
Mike Hammer is a convict. Hammer is usually seen taking
a valuable from someone's house or
a store and sirens go off.
Winston Rothchild is
proud to be in the Sewage and
Septic Sucking business and relates
everything to working in the sewers.
The animal specialist is
Ed Frid. He is always reluctant to
show the audience what he has
brought and cowers in the back and
makes Red show the animal.
The most peculiar character is Ranger Gord. He held a posiPisces: Having an abnormally large
head won't help you with the ladies
today. But then again, what else did
you expect?
Aries: You will look to the stars for
answers, only to wind up with bird
poop in your eye. Get your revenge by

~ThomWebb
·

psychic

Gemini: Financial advice will do you
no good today. You're another day
older and deeper in debt. That's right,
you do owe your soul to the company
store.
Cancer: I'll just come out and admit
it. I am incredibly stoned right now.
Leo: Figure out who your nemesis is.
It will be key to surviving the weekend. He's probably the guy in class
who is always starring at you.
Right. ..THAT guy. Careful now. He
might be onto the fact that you know.
Quick! Look away! (That was a close
one).
Virgo: It means virgin, which is what
you are and what you will remain.
Like everyone else on campus trying

Knights of Columbus Council 4024 a Fish Fry

each F riday F ebr uary 8th th r ough March 22.
St. Charles Borromeo' s Moriarty Hall. 5-7pm .....
All-You - Can-E at-Fi sh Dinner $6 .00 a plate
$5.00 ages 65 and older, $3.00 for children 12 and
under, no cost f or chi l dren 5 &under.
T o-Go orders available!

Serving fish, fries, hushpuppies, drinks, and side dishes.
limited supply opf baked baked potatoes, and baked fish.
We use Canola oil.
Cheese pizza at $1 . 00 per slice is also available
with limited supply.

Desserts for sale b St. Charles Youth Grou

ANevvLook

Family H aircare & T anning
- 175 Speed Super Bed
- 32 Bulbs
- 3 Face Tann e rs
Unlimi t ed Packag e s
2 weeks $ 19
I month $35

- 175 Speed Super Bed
-30 Bulbs
Unlimited Pa c kages
2 weeks $22
I month $40

Various P ackages
(good r o r 6 M o n t..h s)

You

or, l y

amount

of

·l o s e

t

minut es

l ,_ e

you

go

Now Open Sundays 1-6
'VV ~st:

Ltr.cc:>lr. SLtlt: ~
348 - 8123

65 5

12

Northside of the Square
615 Monroe
t.rr;;nor--.:->rTn 348·7733

Home of the
German
homemade soups! specialties
Vegetarian chili,
Bratwurst
Schnitzel
Lentil, Split Peas and more!
1/4 lb. Hamburger specials!
Chicken
Vegetarian specials daily!
Cordon Blue
German fried potatoes!
and
Trust us we are famous for it!
more!

Hot coffee
specialties!
European and
flavored coffees!
Teas! Hot Coco,
China Mist! Great
German deserts!

Din• with u' with cendl•llghtl

Youngstown Apartments
1 . 2. 3 . 4
B e drooms

D i shvvashe r s
Ava il ab l e

D e ck s
Centra l
Fu l l y

A ir
3 Laundry
F a c i l i t i es

Furni shed

Garbage

Di s p o s a l

345-2363
Cambridge and Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOlJTH 9 TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

Libra: Be glad you aren't a Virgo.
Scorpio: H oping to recreate flubber,
you only succeed in making a thicker
version of Mellow
ure parallels Disney's recent attempts
to recreate movie magic.
Sagittarius: Remember that teamwork is good. Be like Paul and slap
your name on everything John does.
That way, when the band breaks up,
hopefully no one will realize that you
actually suck.
Capricorn: Remember, while Hippies
may look cute and friendly in the
wild, they do not make good pets.
They are too dirty and hard to train.
It is best to leave them in their natural surroundings: a friend's basement.
Aquarius: While joking about your
plans to get some this weekend, new
US spy technology mistakes several of
your references as a threat to the
President. Mind what you say about
the opposite sex.

MATT RENNELS
Verge editor

ALTA KING
Associate
Verge editor

COLIN MCAULIFFE
Cover design

116 S. 17th St. Mattoon , 234-4855

to hide that fact by pretending they
have some place more exciting to go,
you might as well head home for the
weekend.

Don't look at it as a
~~g up someone from the Green
horroscope - look at it as
a way of life
Taw·us: Your mother is dead. Call Yellow: However, ironically your failhome.

Buffet Hours (Everyday)
Lunch 11-3:30
Dinner Sun.-Thurs. 4:30-8:30
Fri. & sat. 4:30-9:30

.r ,c. Bar-N-Gril~
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For a great salon experience call

Meghann Bandera
specializing in the latest haircuts & color techniques
348-6700
6 1 0 VV_ Lincoln Suite B
·~
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Get A Free Tan That Day.
Buy One Get One
Tan Free In Any B ed.
$5 Off Any Family Package.
Bring This Ad.
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From Judas to Bizkit, metal keeps on bangin'
~ ben tully

Staff v.rler

Last Friday evening the Verge set out to investigate
a few bands outside our normal jurisdiction.
The trail of ink lead to Pops Theater in St. Louis
where the metal underdogs, Lamb Of God, opened for the
costume-clad rap metal band Mushroomhead.
The St. Louis venue Pops looks like the roadhouse
from Patrick Swayze's classic '80s rum - if bought by Disney
and rebuilt to hold 1,500 people. It reeked of beer, cigarettes
and some kind of beef-in a good way.
It was a night for heavy metal. With the current
scene being overwrought by corporate metaVrap and rage
rock, a night for metal could mean just about anything.
Allow me to interject a little history. I saw a band,
Zed, in Chicago about three years ago. I bought a split seveninch featuring Zed and Bum The Priest (You wouldn't want
Mom to see that album cover!).
I was told that someone or some form of Bum The
Priest would be performing tonight.
I had no intention of seeing Mushroomhead until I
confirmed that the band formerly named Bum The Priest was
playing. Bum T he Priest had the aggressive sound I enjoy in
metal without the rap aftertaste.
I looked up to the stage and saw an unassuming
band, casually dressed and looking ready to do some serious
metal. They didn't have the flashy stage presence that the
newer metal bands exude. They sure as hell were not wearing
backwards red New York Yankee caps.
It was Lamb Of God, the new incarnation of Bum
The Priest, now touring under the label "Metalblade." This
was a welcome name change for me and my album-snooping
Mom, yet sacrilegious all the same.

Sorry Fred Durst, these metal head have nothing to do with
the nookie
Photo courtesy of Ben Tulley

Lamb Of God was everything I care to hear from
metal - outlandish guitars and timing that allows concertgoers to hear the traffic outside between their chugga-chugga. T he front man was energetic and as throat-wrenching as
metal singers get, but with a sense of aggressive melody.
Lamb Of God finished their set and ensued a roar
in the crowd unlike what the previous acts achieved.
Mushroomhead entered the stage dressed a bit like
Slipknot, complete with masks and make-up. Their costumes
were enticing but the presence was a little hard to swallow.
I would be back to catch some of Mushroomhead
but I ftrst found my way out back toward the Lamb Of God

tour bus as security let me through.
I entered the bus as Randy Blythe, the bald-headed,
determined and outspoken frontman of Lamb Of God, sat
me down in the back of the bus with a cold drink so I could
nab a quick interview.
Blythe said he grew up in the punk rock scene but
has since (1994 to be exact) taken the punk rock roots and
meshed them with heavy metal.
''I'm a punk rock dude in a metal band," Blythe said.
Blythe described the new metal scene as a "blurring
of lines between hardcore punk and heavy metal" and said
what is known as metal today in the pop industry pales in
comparison.
"T he popular bands are writing about mindless dribble to appease the masses and their wallets; that's it," Blythe
said,
Blythe described Lamb Of God as technically proficient but super aggressive, writing sociologically prone lyrics
"like the old-school punks of England in 1977, about the
decay of the social system and what's wrong with it," Blythe
said.
Lamb Of God's business efforts are to make enough
money to live off and pay for beer since major label prospects
for Lamb Of God change from day to day.
Blythe was a down-to-earth guy.
"Oh yeah. My dad's a minister; I had to hide that
name from my parents for years," he answered after 1 mentioned how I hid their album from my mom.
I thanked Blythe for the interview and found my
way to the remainder of Mushroomhead's performance.
Their costumes were cool, their music wasn't bad,
but I hope the industry begins to see through the circus.
When it does, I believe bands like Lamb Of God will begin
to fmd bigger success.

Britney's film debut doesn't Iive up to expectations
A , andrew mccammon
.
._.
moVte reVIewer

It has been observed that Britney
Spears has borrowed a few career-furthering
strategies from Madonna.
The virgin/whore public persona
that Ms. Spears has so deftly cultivated is
somehow familiar, remiscent of the fullfrontal assault on entertainment media that
the Material Girl launched as early as 1984.
Now America's writhing slut-nextdoor has stolen another page from Madonna's
playbook. Britney even had a hand in writing
'Crossroads,' her anticipated answer to the
unfortunate 'Who's That Girl.'
It is as flagrant a vanity project as
has ever. Ms. Spears obliges the public's need
to delve into her struggle with impending
womanhood more deeply than the video for
'I'm a Slave 4 U' allows.
God help us all.
Britney is positively wooden as
Lucy, the valedictorian of her high school and
an aspiring bad poet (in a ballsy casting decision a young Lucy is played by Britney's reallife little sister Jamie Lynn) .

After graduation, Lucy reconciles
with her two estranged best friends, Kit who
is played by Zoe Saldana, a vacuous fashion
plate, and the streetwise Mimi played by
Taryn Manning.
T he three decide to drive from their
rural Georgia hometown to L os Angeles;
Lucy wants to meet the mother that abandoned her; Kit wants to visit her long distance
boyfriend (he's cheating!); Mimi wants to
become a professional pregnant singer.
The plucky trio hitches a ride with
Ben, played by Anson Mount, a mysterious,
guitar-toting tough guy who later relieves
Lucy of her virginity. Predictable?
P lenty of mishaps bulk the movie
up as it chronicles their redeeming crosscountry jaunt.
The girls lip-synch to Shania Twain
and 'N Sync to the contrived chagrin the
macho Ben. They belt out an awful rendition
of j oan j ett's 'I Love Rock n' Roll' in a
karaoke bar, where they are introduced by an
overweight and confused Kool Moe D ee.
When the ffim mercifully ends, we
understand that the shallow, surface-level

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
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friendship between the three young women
has been strengthened by their trip.
'Crossroads' fails Britney as a vanity
proj ect because the rum is ugly. Scenes are
grainy and poorly lit, and Spears is costumed
throughout in frumpy hats and modest
clothes.
The saddest story in the movie is
the casting of Dan Akroyd as Lucy's "Pop."
Here, Akroyd reprises his role in the crappy
jason Biggs vehicle "Loser, • playing the
father of a teenager struggling with the ins
and outs of growing up.
Was Dan Akroyd not once a relevant comedic actor? Where have you gone,
E lwood Blues? Your mournful harmonica
soothes us no more.
Perhaps most disturbing is that
'Crossroads' is yet another of an alarming
trend: teen movies starring latter-day pop
stars.
This ffim will ftt neatly on video
store shelves alongside the likes of Mandy
Moore's 'A Walk to Remember' and 'On the
Line,' the romantic comedy offering from 'N
Syncers Lance Bass and joey Fatone (the
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cross-eyed one and the pudgy one).
Attention Blockbuster employee:
me them all under "Garbage" and display
them prominently in the same section as
'Cool as Ice.'

Unique Homes Pr oper ties

i «'-"'e onlY OF Campus Housj/Jrn- i
i •v
ON Campus
~ i. 3B
...
.. edroom Furnished ap~
.
..
.. Central Air, Dishwasher,
.
. Underground Par~ng Available
FACILITIES INCLUDE
· .~
.~
PARKING
.:
.: Great Lo~tion &Rent Rates
:.

I think we owe the readers a little bit of the
boob.
photo courtesy of
movies.yahoo.com

Call Today- 345-5022

rlfiJ·
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.Are you as cool a·s ice?Great B mOVies for.yCJIUr pleasure·
Aoolil • • liffa,
~
staff wrftet
Alor of mo,ics th.lt have come our recently have been geared towards the teenaged demographic.
lf you lead a fabulous life of,.iC<iucing virgins and disobeyin~ your football coach, these
movies are plain boring. \ Vhy watch tccn"b~rs when there are perfectly good movies about
planets inhabited by talking ape' sitting on your local \~Jeo store's helf.
Since all th~ mo\1C!. are good, rhn:e me.ms good and 1\vO rn<!llns kinda boring but with
some good parts. You'n· ~m m yuu can tigure the n..'St our. This week's raring system is in R2lph
Wiggum quote..:
5-0h Boy! Slup. tht~t's WQff<' /ina ViJ:III,I{.
4-Hi Lisa, u•r'rr going to b,• a pz--...'
3- Busha arr nic"r zmlm tbcy htH.~· przck,·rs Thu on.: did. ow!
2- TOJW li.Ju bumzng
l -1 squashed my wookie

CEMETARY MAN

Yea. I'm not sure if that's metal, cheese or both that's on the hat
photo courtesy of badmovies.com

Don't let all the Italian credits or shak·y cJmera wo:rk tool you into thinking this is some kind
of.artsx fticlc. The cinematography. ~mart wit. Jnd Euro setting arc good, but this one's about
ldiie -arid zombies.
An engineer runs a ccmcmry)>'here the dead corne back to life after a couple of days; then
he goes crazy and starts killingjSeoplc.
Aside from this he keep~ fulling in love with tht: same girl. First she is a widow who is
seduced by the cn){'neer wim lies that he has a degre-e in biology; so, a trip to the Ausery.
She is then killcxt by her zombie husband after she and the engineer fornicate on his grave,
then rerums as a differenf character with a pt:nis phobia
So he goes ro get it cut off. She chan~s her mind and comes back as a prostirute who he
sets on fire. There il> no w-ay ro do this fum justice, go rent it.

HIGmJGHT- 'NAG'

After the team wins the big game, Scott pushes aside Pamela Wells for Boo( A<i they embrace,
look towards the top right hand comer of the scrc~cn in the background. Shorty goes into the
slow motion as a girl zips her fly and buckles her bellt. Yee haw!

3.8

4.7
Health Service
:.
·'~~..!
Spring Break Hou rs ' ·- •'
Open

)

It amazes me how many ;,cople have never seen!this classic; '80s ~ijli~p Scon
Howard, a budding young man who just happens to be a werewolf.
lt's a tittle known fact, but wolves are narure's ~.t basketball players. With his new-found
powers, he instantly becomes the star of his high school basketball team. But beware, with great
power comes great responsibility and Scott learns what it means when people to like you for
who you really are.
So join Styles, Boof, Coach F'enstock and Chubhs for an exciting adventu.tc.

HIGHLIGJIT- ZIP 1HAT flY

Noggy, he's the engineer's assistant. The onJy word he knows is "Nag!"
He falls in love wnh the mayor·~ d•ughter who looks like a gro\'m up Vemca Salt from
Charlie and the Cho.:oL11c Factory.
When they fust meet, he vomits all over her. She get' decapitated and he digs up her 7-0mbi.e head and they make out.
~ he places her in his broken tebi)1on and the m:~yor stumbles in on the11 affair.
•, Vhar arc you doing on tele,;~ion?" he asks her, shortly before her head gains the abiliry of
flight and amcks him. while ):a~ chuckles. Brilliant!

\

TEEN WOLF

Monday, Marrh 11 - 1 :5
8:00 - 12:00 ond I :00 - 4:30
Closed
Saturday & Sunday, March 9 & 10
Saturday & Sunday, March -, 6 & 17

Regular Hours Will Resume Monday, March 18

t%~~

POTEETE PHOPERTY RENTALS
930 Ll~CQL ~ 1\\ ENt;E

$1.75 l:::~

\\'e\'e gol \Vha·l YOU need·in hOUSing!

Every Friday

~~:·

$1.50

Every Saturday

$2.25
Heineken. Corona. &. Amstel Lt

Sunday Open II a.m. · II p.m.

lewdr Partaer ••
C heck out the New
Atmoshere!

Yn ..........

adv1rt111

rl •t ••r••

Friday

$2.00
Jagermiesters

$2.00

Dr. McGullicuddy's

W . Lincoln Ave . Suite B
~Charleston , I L 61920

Saturday

Open Mon-Sat

(21.7) 348-6700

$1.50 Rail DriDb

Complimentary

Coffee

~!any

ctifl<'rcm stylrs C'lnd sizes.

CllOOI YC(lr 2002 - 2003

·Gel your new home rented before SPnPg
Bre~k where_you can hav im,f fJJn!"
'

CALL~JOW

345

k
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\IV\IVW. f JC>teere r en ra ls.corn
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You can trust Vani II a; these movies are great
Cool As Ice
I got lazy on this. Here's how the back of the box reads:
'Vanilla Ice portrays Johnny, a free-wheeling, motorcycle-riding musician who
rolls into town with his band.
There he meets Kathy (Kristin Minter), a high school honor student who
catches his eye and his heart. But can a good girl like Kathy fall for such a bad guy?
It's a modem romance with a beat in this fast paced ftlm with a stunning visual style and a hit soundtrack'

High I ight- The r e's brea kda n c ing at
beginning.

the

1 .4
(You wouldn't think a movie with Vanilla Ice in it would be this crappy but man,
this sucks.)

Sure Vanilla, you may be jivin' with ninja turtles, but your still a crook. As for that kid on the right,
he'd better not ask for a hot fudge sunday...mwa haha ...
photos courtesy of badmovies.com

Doll man vs. Demonic Toys
It has come to my attention that my reviews may not be "professinal" enough, so here it goes:
The midget form of Seinfeld delivers an Oscar caliber performance in this high-paced action-packed
ride that kept me on the edge of my seat.
One of the season's best. The perfect date movie.

Hi g h I ight : Girl s r ock the boys
The fact that such a high caliber movie about a three inch man fighting evil toys with a aoundtrack by Quiet
was available for $2.95.

3.3
Are you on the verge of the weekend?
Then write for us!!!!!

581-2812

Going somewhere? Better take along
Nationwide Long Distance.
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Ben's f.lowe·r Corner ·,
~~'flower! fa- all ocros.Jons"'
....-Jr>t'i~

$50
Mail
In
Rebate
on one phone

Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
Plush

1335 ~onroe St.
Cba.r l eston. IL 6.1 9~0

Offer ends soon.

You cancall to anywhere in the country,
from anywhere on theSprint PCS
Nationwide Network, reachingmorethan The Clear Alternative To Cellular.sM
230 million people.
219 Lincoln
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 345-6313 Fax: (217) 345-6314
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(%I 7) 345.-391.9

Nationwide Long Distance Included
Every Minute. Every Day.

Charleston Copy X
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* E very Su n day 9p m - 11 p m A ll Aco u s ti c Sundays

with aone year Sprint PCS
Advantage Agreement
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On the Verge of the Weekend

March 8, 2002

Classifiedadv~rJJ§.i!}g _ __
Help wanted

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

Great Summer Job. Lifeguards/pool
attendants. TOP PAY. All Chicago
Suburbs. No experience/will trrain &
certify. Call Nora or Rob 630-271 1972 e-mail: worl<@spmspool.com
=---,---,--,----,------,-·3/8
Elderly lady needs his weekend and
next week help packing dishes,
books,objects temporary storage.
348-1550. Also can use pennanent
~ occassionally i1 small apartment
..,..,...,,.,--------,-----3/18
$250 a day potential bar tending.
Training provided 1-800-293-3985
ext. 539
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2

4BR house for 4, great 1Oth Street
location, 1 1/2 baths, a/c. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
.,-,-::--------,---,--~3/8
2BR money saver @ $190/person. CATV & water incl. Don't
miss it 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
.,.,-,::----::-=:-::-:=-::-=:---,---:-:-:3/8
3BR apts, BEST DEAL for $$$ for
3 persons. Good Modem Bldg,
al e. $140/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

Clean house for 3, near campus.
1104 4th St $250/each. 345-2564
~------------~~3n7
On campus apts., 1812 9th,
behind EIU police. 2, 3 & 4 bdrm.
Extra nice and furnished, laundry
room, parking lot, trash paid.
Available Aug . 2002. 122 mo.
lease. Call for appoint Leave
message. 348-0673.
3n9
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E:D AT
501 1/2 TAYLOR FULLY FURNISHED AVAILABLE AUGUST
2002. LEASE & DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. CALL 345-7522,
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462,
ASK FOR LARRY.
3n9
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T-,A=
T-=5-=01-·TAYLOR GREAT LOCATION 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS, 3
BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4 STUAIC
CARPETED
DENTS.
EXCELLENT CONDITION. CALL
345-7522, AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462
3/29
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BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH STREET. Central heat
and ale, laundry facility, includes
trash service. Perfect for serious
students or couples. Available
August 1, 2002. Call 348-8249.
.,-,-------,-----,-.,....,.-4/12
2 Bedroom Apt for 2-3 people.
Includes heat, water, trash.
$500/month. 897-6266.
~----,------,-.,..4./12
2 Bedroom unit now available for
Fall 2002. Good Location just
of
Morton
Park.
North
$450/month; tenant pays all utilities. 897-6266.
.,-,--,----------,--,--,-4/1 2
3 Bedroom house available for
Fall 2002; tenants pay all utilities.
811 11th street 897-6266.
~---,----------4/1 2
4 Bedroom house for 3-4 people.
Recently remodeled. Tenants pay
all utilities. For Fall 2002. 954 4th
street 897-6266.
.,----,---,.,.,--,----4/12
Newly decorated 2 bedroom apt
at
1512
2nd
st.
$275/person/month. 1 year lease.
No pets. 345-3148
--,---------,------,,------~·00
4 bedroom house for rent at 817
4th st. 1 year lease beginning
Aug. $275/ person/ month. No
Pets. 345-3148

4BR House 1520 10th Very NICE.
Stove/Frig.
Wash/Dry.
Dishwasher. C/A. 4 people$250ea 345-5088

-=-=-=------,---.,----~-,-~0. 0

5BR Apt 1 Blk from Stix-3 from
EIU Stove/Frig. Wash/Dry. Partly
Fum. Trash Pd. NICE. $250ea
345-5088

SEITSINGER
APARTM ENTS
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 20022003. APARTM ENTS COMPLETELY
FURNISHED-HEAT
AND GARBAGE ALSO FURNISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136.

NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, FURNISHED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND BUZZARD.
SEPARATE
LEASES, POOL, VOLLEYBALL
COURT AND LAUNDRY. LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 3456000.

~=------~~,.,-.,.~---=--=0. 0

.,-----,-.,-----=--~-------,-00

For rent
4 Bedroom House for 4 girls.
Close to campus. Washer, dryer
and trash included. Call 345-9670

--------~-------,-~8

4 bedroom 1107 Lincoln Nice
House w/ appliances, basement,
air condition, low utilities. Summer
rate-Fall 10 mos@ $780 345-4030
. , - - - - - - - - - -3/8
3 bedroom, newly remodeled
1409 9th St. 2nd floor. Must see!
$300/month •utilities Included•
No pets Call 708-386-3240
,----.,-,---,----,-----~·3/8
Large 5 bedroom house for 02-03
school year. Large, spacious
rooms, newly remodeled. Must
see! No pets # of students negotiable $225/month plus utilities
Call 708-386-3240

-:-:--::-::-=-::----=-..,..,..=-=--~3/8

OLDETOWNE APTS 1 ,2, & 3
BDRM APTS. ALL APTS CLOSE
TO CAMPUS
PH.345-6533(0LDE)
.,..,.,,-,-----,-------,-·3/8
Efficiency Apartment available
August 15. $340/mo. Includes all
utilities. Close to campus. Off
street parl<ing, carpeted, Air conditioned. 1 year lease. No pets.
No smoking. 345-3232, Days.
.,..,.-=----------------:3/8
3BR house for 3-4, 1 block to EIU,
close to Stix, Krackers, etc. Ugly,
but
mechanically
sound.
$750/mo.
345-4489,
Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
.,..,.--,---,---=-..,..-,--~·3/8
5Bedroom.house, 716GrantSt, 1/2
block from Union. 10 month lease.
No pets, trash included. 345-2038.

.,-::-:::-------=---,-~·3/8
2BR apts close to Buzzard. $475/12
months, water ind. Low utiities, A/C,
coin laundry, ample parking. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,

Realtor.
3/8

.,..,.-=-------------=---'3/8
2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
CATV incl. central ale, some balconies. $230/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
3/8
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for 3-5 persons. Unbeatable floor plan,
3&4 BR, deck, central ale,
washe!fdryer, dshwasher, 2 1/2 baths.
From $188-$251/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realer.
--=-==-=-=--=:-:-----'3/8
ONE PERSON APTS to preserve
your privacy. A variely from $250$375/month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
= - - - - - - - - - - - - - -3/8
Five bdrm 2 bath home close to
campus. C/A, WID trash included.
No pets $1250/month. 345-5037
=--=---------,.,-,-..,..,-:3/8
For Rent, 3 blks from Old Main 3
bdrm, washer/dryer, dishwasher
10 month lease $250/each for 3. 2
bdrm for 2 $275/each 549-7242.
3/8
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$170/PERSON 3 BDRM HOUSE
1810 JOHNSON SUMMER ONLY
HOUSE 1806 11TH 348-5032
.,--,--,--------~3/19
2&3 Bedroom apts. 1 block north
of Dominoes. Remodeled, WID.
345-1521.

~--,----,-----=-=-=,....-:3/22

2 Fall rental homes 4/5 BR, 5 BR,
with 2 baths W/D. A/C trash paid
within 2 blocks campus 345-3253

-------------~3/22
House for 4 or 5 girls WID central A/C,
2 baths trash paid Furnished if
requested Close to campus 345-3253
- - - - - - - - - - -3/22
3-4 bedroom house, semi-furnished, AIC , 2 bathrooms, no
pets. $245/person/month. Call
345-0922.
3/22
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~MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, LOWunLmES, INCLUDES
LAUNDRY FAQUTYAND GARBAGE
SERVICES. AVAILABLE AUGUST 15,
2002. CALL348-8249.
3/23

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
Phone:

__,---,-----------=--00

Nice 1 bedroom unit for 1 or 2 people at 1510 1/2 2nd st. Available
Mid-May No Pets. 345-3148

___________________00

4BR House 1020 7th 2 Full Baths.
Stove/Frig. Washer/Dryer. 4 people-$250ea 345-5088
.,--,-----,~,------,-~----0. 0
Unique 2BR Apt 2 Blks from
Campus. Sunken Living Room.
Stove/Frig. Furn. Trash Pd.
$275ea 345-5088

.,--,-----,--,-=-----=--::,.-,--~00

Unique 1 BR Loft 2 B ks from
Campus Furnished. Lg. Kitchen.
Stove/Frig. Skylight Trash Pd
$400. 345-5088

-::-=---,=-----=-----=--=-=--~~00

BRAND NEW, LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM APTS. ON
EDGAR DR WASHER/DRYER
INCLUDED. AVAILABLE FOR
FALL. $275/PERSON. 348-1067

---.,---,---,::--:~-=-=---=----0. 0

Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and
a 3 bedroom house all within
wa king distance to Eastern. Call
348-0006

___,~--------,.,.,.,.-,---,-~oo

1 BR apt. furnished/unfurnished.
4 location. 1041 7th St., 9361 4th
St., 4061/2 6th St., 1542 4th
Street. $350-$500/mo. No pets
345-7286

~------------.,.....,.,..-,o. o

Away from campus, 2 BR furnished/unfurnished. Very nice,
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 345-7286.
.,--,.,--,--,-----,--,-------~00
2 BR furnished/unfurnished apt
Great location, laundry, all electric, ale, off street parl<ing. 1041
7th St., no pets, 345-7286.
~~-_,---,----------~00
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice,
all electric, ale, off street parl<ing,
1530 1st No pets 345-7286.

,--,.,--,------,---------~00

o Yes o

Under classification of:
Expiration code (office use only):
Compositor: _ _
Person accepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $
Payment:

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first <lay ad runs. 10 cents per word eaell consecutive day
tllereaner. 25 cents per word first day ror students with valid 10. aoo 10 cents per word
each consecutiVe <lay anerward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLWE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to e<lit or reruse ads considered ibelous or in bad taste.

Lease NOW to July - 2 Bedroom
unfurnished apartment w/garage.
Close to Campus - Stove, Refrig,
dishwasher, 1 car garage.
Trash/water paid. Two Adults
$250 each per month. 955 4th
Street Call 348-7746
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LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT
TO THE BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR
LEASING INFORMATION CALL
348-0157 OR 581 -3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
,------,-,---,----,---,---~00
Lease NOW to July - AVAILABLE
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
Apartment Stove, Refrig, A/C.
Trash paid. Two Adults $230
each per month.
1305 18th
Street Call 348-7746.

-,--,----:-~-=--------=-=--.,-~00

AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts.
Stove, Refrig, A/C, Trash paid.
Two
Adults
$230
each
$250
each
Unfurnished/
Furnished. 2002 S 12th Street
Call 348-7746
------------------~00

BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM,
OFF
STREET
PARKING. NUMBER OF STUDENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY
INSPECTED AND APPROVED.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-3161.
.,---,------,-----.,-,--,----00
Avail 11/01- June 02 • Newly
remolded, 4 Bedroom house,
Central Air, Off-street parking.
Walking distance to EIU. 2765537

,------,--------,-----00

1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons,
1542 4th st. excellent. condition,
all electricity, da quiet, reserve
parl<ing. No pets 345-7286

.,----,--------,---=-00

2 bedroom apt, across from Rec
center excellent condition. all
electricity, da, parl<ing. No pets
345-7286.

..,..,.,.,.,.,=----::--:,.,---,..,.,.--00

APARTMENTS1,2,3 bdrm
excellent location, excellent condition. furnished & unfurnished.
No pets. 345-7286

--,--,-,---,------,---,-------00

ALL GALS very dean 2 bdrm furnished apt water, trash, laundry
room all included for $260/ each
on the corner 1111 2nd St right to
pari< . Daytime 235-3373 Evening
348-5427.

.,-------=-,---------oo
2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, furnished or unfurnished 904 7th St.
No pets. Call 345-7286.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

LINCOL NWOOD PlNET REE APTS .

.,--~--------------~00

2 BR townhouse apartment
Furnished. Trash pick-up included. 2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350

TERRIFIC APARTMENTS
345-6000

=-,.,.,.,~--=--==-=----,---,----0. 0

Fall 2002 - 2 BR furnished apartment Low utilities. 10 month
lease. Near campus. 345-5048.

2219 S . 9 th S t . Apt. 17 & 2020 lOth S t .
G ood sel e ctio n of apartn~e nts still ava il abl e !

___________________0.0

Crossword
26 _ Lumumba,
Congo's first
P.M.
6 Belt piercer
28 Driving need
9
friends
31 Stomach
14 Make _ (get
32 Locate on the
rich)
dial
15 Green stretch
33 Up
16 One who serves 35 Area
long?
38 Makes shakes,
17 Area
maybe
19 Gather
39 Fall collection?
20 Biblical judge
40 Pole's cousin
41 Really bad
21 They may be
parked in a park: 43 Washer setting
Abbr.
46 Missouri feeder
22 Still available, in
50 Line feeder
away
24 Actor Brad of
"The Clienf'

------,-,--------,--,--.,-~00

=-=---:,-,::-::-:---=---=-=------=00

3 BR furnished apts, ale, very
nice, 1051 7th St & 406 1/2 6th St.
Parl<ing, no pets, 345-7286.

ACROSS
1 "Soap• family

Student:

Near Morton Pari<. Three students
needed to lease large 3 bedroom
1 1/2 bath house for 2002/03
school year. Central air, large
yard, basement, garage, washer
and dryer. Available August 15th.
Deposit and last month's rent at
signing. No pets. 345-6370.
Leave message.

=--=---------,---------00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479

51 Asian leader?
52 Funny guy

ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

53 Like a 27 -Down
54
area
57 Like otologists'
tests
58 Alley _
59 Kings Peak's
range
60 "Funny Girl"
composer
61 Reason
62 It may be branded
DOWN
1 It may be stunning
2 Not meager
3 Marketing ploy
4 Business letter
abbr.
5 Onset of wakefulness
6 Whittier poem
"
Well"
7 Believer in spirits?
8 Shots off the
backboard
9 Elite ones
10 Like some keys
11
area

ll!ll~ol'!-lliiilfo:.::+=+::-1 12 Attention-getting
question in a
small ad

-*"*++l:H-iH

No. 0125

Edited by Will Shortz

18 Relative of a stilt
23 Aberdeen denial
25 Keep back
27 Kind of lamb
29 Biblical suffix
30 How a prince is
born
32 Area
33 Competitive

13 Sound that might 34 Forster's
Quested
deter a burglar

35 Emerges suddenly
36 What a nod may
mean
37 Money that's
shelled out?
38 Alcott book "
Boys•
-

45 Longtime Strand
writer
47 Bundling aid
48 Onde's wife
49 Actress
Samantha

51 Make out
41 Part of SA
53 Is in the past?
42 "Later"
44 "A Tree Grows in 55 Cry at a circus
Brooklyn" family 56 It might help you
name
get started

l'ihl

IT'S LIVE

Ska band The Saints unify and hit the rocl·al
~alta king

associate verge edlor

Jake Hickenbottom, a junior speech communications major at Eastern, slowly and skillfully pulls back his
right hand, stares at the pins and swings his right arm torward. The bowling ball appears as if it's headed to the gutter; but miraculously spins to the left and ...strike!
"Ahh, yeah!" Hickenbottom exclaims as he lifts his
hands, then he rushes over to me.
"''m sorry, what Methodist church in Charleston
held your CD release party?," I ask.
"Otterbine. 0-T-T-E-R-B-1-N-E Methodist Church
in Charleston," Hickenbottom answers before heading
back to the third frame.
Hickenbottom is a member of the local band The
Saints. The Saints are comprised of six students from
Eastern and Lake Land College.
Jake Hickenbottom plays the saxophone, Stevo
Letner is the lead guitarist and vocalist, Bob Stacey plays
the drums, Jesse Bumgartner plays the trombone, Phil
Kousma is the bassist and Tim Rice works the sound.
The Saints are a ska band, or "rock with horns,"
according to Hickenbottom.
"[The band] Five Iron Frenzy is our main influence, if I were to speak tor the whole band. Bob [Stacey]

also likes metal music," Hickenbottom said.
The Saints have released a 7-song EP with extended play. The EP was released on January 13th of this year at
the Otterbine Methodist Church in Charleston.
"All of our EP's sold out," Hickenbottom said.
The Saints tour locally and in surrounding states,
such as Indiana and Michigan. They will be playing in Grand
Rapids, Michigan over spring break.
"On Saturday March 9th, we'll play in Lake
Odessa, Michigan at the Net Cafe and in Grand Rapids at
the Skeletones Cafe on the 10th. Two bands will open tor
us both times," Hickenbottom said.
The Saints landed the gig in Grand Rapids because
they were asked to play.
"I really don't know how they heard of us, but
they called us to perform. We don't know who is all a part
of our big fan base," Hickenbottom said.
The name of the band comes from what the guys
are aspiring to be.
"We are trying to be saints, not sinners,"
Hickenbottom said.
The Saints perform mainly tor the ministry--they
are not interested in tame and fortune.
"We're not trying to glorify ourselves, we are trying to glorify God."

This is The Saints rocking out.
photo couresy of The Saints

REVIEW

Morissette's whining continues on latest effort
by Ben Etwin
staff writer

Like a narcissistic personal ad gone horribly awry, Alanis Morissette's "Under Rug
Swept" sees the Canadian drama-queen
careen, croon and whine her way around 12
tracks and create a grand cacophony of noise
without really saying a word.
After two albums of collaboration,
Morissette has ditched former producer and
songwriter Glen Ballard in favor of writing
and producing all of the songs on "Under
Rug Swept" herself. While her work with
Ballard was formulaic, predictable and often
times pretentious, with Morissette behind the
boards, her vehemently delivered pop tunes
Jose any real amount of power or emotion.
Rather than relying on form and structure
to compose her songs, much of the material

on "Under Rug Swept" seems to stem from
stream-of-consciousness writing that largely
comes off as muddled and rather incoherent
If not laughable. Her voice whines and wraps
around layered melodies on tracks like
"Narcissus," in which an oft-scorned Alanis
admonishes a self-obsessed man in her life.
Continuing themes of Jove and Joss, songs
like "21 Things I Want in a Lover" and "So
Unsexy" serve as both a want list for qualities
in a partner and a rather disturbing look at
Morissette's own insecurities. Even on
tracks like the oddly uneasy "Flinch," Alanis
obsesses over the reality of relationships gone
wrong.
Throughout much of "Under Rug Swept,"
Morissette's tunes drip with nonsensical lyrics
that sound as if they've come from the mouth
of an emotionally distraught child incapable
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of
adequately
~--··expressing herself. Ala ni s Mor issette ~ ..
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When
not
"Unde r Rug
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whining out of key,
- ~
Morissette's voice
Swe pt "
often serves to kill
the beautiful and
.
intriguing
'.
'
.
I
•
.
melodies many of
'\
'\.-.:
the songs are built
pletely
unlistenable;
Morissette
merely
on.
When Jove isn't serving as Morissette's proves that the wounded little girl motif she's
muse, fruitless introspection seems to fit the successfully sported on her last two albums
bill rather nicely on songs like "Utopia" and doesn't come across nearly as effortlessly as on
"Surrendering." These trips into her psyche past releases.
Instead of utilizing the aggression and
yield little as Morissette, at times, comes off
more like a self-help guru than a legitimate seething spitftre she used so deftly on her previous albums, Morissette sounds tired and
songwriter.
on "Under Rug Swept."
apathetic
"Under Rug Swept" isn't horrific or com-
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Classifiedadv~rJ!§.iv.g _ __
For rent

Roomates

Four or more students needed to
lease large Brittany Ridge
Townhouse for 200212003 school
year. Central air, dishwasher, disposal, washer & dryer. Trash paid.
Available August 15th. No pets.
Deposit and last month's rent at
signing. 345-6370. Leave message.

Roommate wanted - Brand new
apartment Low utilities. 3 bedroom/one bathroom. live with 2
gins. Call Kathy at 581 -5586.
3/20
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

DOOttiSBURY

May-half of August Very nice,
very close to campus, will have

7777~~--~--~~o.o

1,2,3&4 Bedroom Apts. Available
2002-2003 fall -Spring school
year. Leases begin Aug 15, 2002.
10 &11 month leases available.
Security deposit required. No pets
3&4 Bedroom units. Choice location, dose to campus. 348-8305
00
71--=A-+-=H
-=-o-u-se--=-fo_r_re
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- :t- 4-=--s-tu....,
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Sublessors
apartment to self. June and July.
Call now!! 345-2029
3/8
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room dose to campus. June & July
Summer of 2002. Call 34~80
3/22
:-:N=
EE=D=-=E=D-: - s=u-=B:-:L=Es=-=s=-=
o=R-=s - FOR
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 BEDROOMAPTS) LOCATED ON 9TH ST.
MID-CAMPUS. FULLY FURNISHED,
INDIRECT
WALL
UGHTING,
CERAMIC TILED LMNG ROOMS
AND KITCHENS AND SKY UGHTS.
FOR ADDITIONAL LEASING INFORMATION, CALL 348-0157 OR 5813681 or 'INJW.IarlrnarlJroper.com.
_________________.0 2
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Personals

Roomates

Jamie Lyynn of Kappa Delta, Birth:
Keep up the hard work with Tugs.
Make me proud. A.O.T., Danielle
DJ LEE B PRESENTS- HIGHER..80
MINUTES AND 26 TRACKS OF HINRG/EURO DANCE MUSIC...NOW
AVAILABLE VIA E-MAIL.ORDERS
MUST INCLUDE NAME, ADDRESS,
AND PHONE# GET YOUR COPY
BEFORE SPRING BREAK..$10.00

directly across from Old Main on
7th. 348-8406

~--=-~-=-------:-:---700

Nice 1 Bedroom apartment close
to campus. $350 per month. Call
345-0652, leave a message.
00
74 BR
==house
,--at- ,1"'
2.,.,
18:-::Division,:::. -:-.:. - across
- -the
street fun Mortoo Park. $220 each.
Day: 235-3373. Ever.flg: 348-5427.

2 nice homes, 1 for 4 and 1 for 5.
$250 each person. 345-7530.
1 roommate needed, 4 BR house,

almost on campus, 1919 9th St.,
10 or 12 month lease, $220/mo.
258-0661 or 348-3364 after 7 pm

::-:-.,---,--,-~--~----3/8
Must rert , llce house, dose to campus, 1 room available for spri1g semester, 2forSlJ'TliTiel'andfal $175'monlh +
sh<red utiO!s. 348-3968
_________________.3/8

leeb@b96mai.com
_________________.3/8

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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FlRST SHOW,

Advertise! Call 581-2812!
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SPRING

Keep your ears open for more spring movies
by Ryan Rinchiuso

Dead' ftlms is now a ftlm that rips
off the same series. I won't say this
ftlm is scary but I will say that I
am scared that someone thought
this was a good idea. This movie
might be worse than 'Tomb
Raider' which is not something to
be proud of. March 15

staff writer

fce Age- T he preview for this
computer animated film has had
people laughing out loud. T he
voices of Ray Romano, Denis
L eary and Jack Black make the
movie sound even better.
Hopefully this computer-animated movie will be more like
'Monsters Inc.' and 'Toy Story'
than 'Antz.' March 15

Kung-fu Soccer- Hong
Kong's version of 'The Mighty
D ucks' follows a soccer team and
instead of perfecting the flying V,
these players use their kung-fu
skills to become a unbeatable
team. Don't Jet the title scare you,
this will be a movie worth watching. April S

Full Frontal- Is it just me
or does it seem Steven Soderbergh
(Ocean's 11, Erin Brockovich and
Traffic) has a new movie out every
other week? T his time the movie is
jason X - This man has been
a sort-of sequel to his Sex, Lies
to New York, H ell and is now terand Videotape and has j ulia
rorizing young horny teenagers in
Roberts testing out her acting
space. T he 'Friday the 13th' franchops again. Sex, L ies, and
Videotape was an edgy, amusing ~=-~-:----:----:--:----:----:--:-"""
film and it will be interesting to E.T. will be dropping by your local theatre sometime soon.
see what kind of performance
photo courtesy of movies. yahoo.com
Roberts gives in this no-frills type
of movie. March 8
remake has a chance of doing the same. Directed by H .G.'s chise ran out of steam
great grandson Simon and starring Guy Pierce who is on a years ago and unless
40 Day s and 40 hot streak, the remake looks interesting but may be too this ftlm is good (try
for people looking for action similar to 'Back to the not to laugh too hard)
Nights- I am a fan of Josh strange
Future.' March 8
the next place that
H artnett. I thought he did a
Jason will be is the
great job in '0' and was the only
I know that this IWR!R"ft~IIW'!RIWI~ video rack. April 26
good thing about 'Black H awk
Down,' so I will follow him into movie is great. T he best
Frailty- A movie
the comedy realm. The story is children's ftlm ever made is
and
retouched
starring Bill Paxton and
about a man giving up sex of any being
Matthew
kind for lent and sounds very released so if you have seen
McConaughey usually
funny. If handled right, it will it before, see it again, if you
wouldn't do anything
have a chance to become the haven't seen it, you better
to
be
there
the
ftrst
day
for
me, but a movie that has axe-wielding psycho killer
first successful sex comedy since
experience
the
big
screen
Paxton
that believes God is telling him to kill the evil
-- --.... 1\rnerican Pie,' but if it fails it
demons, that's worth seeing. Anyone that does not believe
will keep belong on the shelf magic. March 22
this film will be worth seeing just needs to see the preview
1::::::~===~!!!!!!1 alongside the other failed sex
and then they too will be counting down the days. April l2
comedies. (March 1)

E T.-

The Time Machine- The original version of the
famous H .G. Wells book was fun to watch and this

Resident E vil-The
video game that ripped off
the 'Night of the Living

Who wouldn't want to be like Mike?

CONCERT
CALENDAR

by Tim Edwards
staff writer

BRAT PACK

REVEREND ROBERT

9 p.m., Friday
Gunner Bucs
(Mattoon)
$5
235-0123

BLUES BAND
9:30p.m., Friday
The Uptowner

$2
345-4622

GAlA STRIPPERS

FARM CITY MEAT

9:30 p.m. ,Saturday
Friends and Co.
(The Dungeon)
$3-$4
345-2380

9:30 p.m. , Saturday
The Uptowner

$2
345-2380

BOTTLE OF JUSTICE

JAZZ AND BLUES

(WITH 3 OTHER BANDS)

1 p.m.to close, Sunday

9 p.m., Friday
The Canopy Club
(Champaign, Ill.)
$5
344-2263

$2

The Canopy Club
344-2263

There are many things
that go behind contracts. If you
don't know the terms of your contract you can be in trouble.
A contract will state the
amount of LPs an artist must put
out. The label might push as many
as five in 10 years or as little as one
song on a soundtrack.
The record contract simply states the record company will
produce the artist's recordings. If
the sales falter the record company
might try to cut ties from the artist
which is the reason artists need to
look into whether the record company is liable to the artist.
If an artist feels the record
label is not putting enough time in
marketing or promoting the performer they might want released
from the contract. For example,
sometimes Busta's party can't come
to terms with Elektra and
Mystical's can't with No Limit.
When both parties can't come to
terms the unhappy relationship
drags on until the end of their contract.
The recordings mean

Tim's
Hip-Hop
RAP-UP
nothing to an artist If the LP never
gets a release commercially. Most
record companies will not put L - - - -.....I......L...-....:&....1
money behind LP they feel can't be received
from
recordings.
commercial success. Even if the Royalties can come from recording,
artist can force a release of the LP publishing rights and so on. For
the record company can kill the L P artist starting royalties might be
if label don't promote it.
7%-12%. The thing is especially
New artists make most for new artists record companies
their money on tours. This is good not pay know royalties until
way to promote your album. One advance they gave the artist is
thing you might not know is that recoup. The more money put in a
and artist might have paid for their group the more they get back.
tour if output of the sales didn't That is why TLC and Toni Braxton
reach what the record label was can be broke. The labels put more
looking for. How can this happen? money into the group and the
In many contracts the record com- advance money had to be paid
pany includes a clause solely for back. They weren't big when they
putting up money for the tour sup- signed their royalties deals so their
port for the artist. The label will percent was low. The result was
regain the money in the future from money that didn't look like their
the royalties of the artist.
superstar status.
What are royalties?
Royalties that comes from money

